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Welcome back to another PPS VIBES edition that will take you

through the eventful month of November.

Assessments are essential for students’ progress as they add

valuable inputs to reflect on the student learning. Offline Mid-term

assessment for classes I to VIII was held from 08/11/2021 to

12/11/2021.

On 09/11/2021, INTERNATIONAL WEEK OF SCIENCE AND

PEACE was observed. Various activities were conducted for

classes VI to X which are as follows: Class VI and VII students

had demonstration of experiments related to climate change. Class

VIII enacted a mime on need of the hour to combat climate change.

Class X had a debate on ‘Does Go Vegan help in combating

Climate Change’.

On 11/11/2021 NATIONAL EDUCATION DAY is celebrated to

commemorate the birth anniversary of independent India’s first

Education Minister Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, who played a

significant role in shaping the education system of the country. On

this occasion, many activities were organised at our school to

highlight the virtues of education and its impact on the development

of the nation as a whole. Activities like slogan writing,

advertisement designing and poster making on how education can

change life were held for students of class VI, VII and VIII

respectively. Class IX students portrayed through cartoon and

animation the role of education in one’s life. Students of class X

and XI narrated stories in pictorial form on the topic Online Vs

Offline education.
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On 15/11/2021 KANNADA RAJYOTSAVA was celebrated with

great enthusiasm and fun. The programme started with flag hoisting

by the Principal Mrs. B. Nanda. Kannada teachers and other staff

rendered Nadageethe. Girls of Class X performed a splendid welcome

dance by offering their prayers to the Almighty. Children of Class

VIII delivered speech on significance of Kannada and importance of

the day. Children of Class IX, X and XI participated in the rangoli

competition “Angaladalli Rangoli” conducted in school by Kannada

Department and weaved beautiful and creative rangoli patterns. The

program unravelled the richness in indigenous culture to the audience.

On 15/11/2021, CHILDREN’S DAY was celebrated with great

interest by the teachers and the day was memorable for all the little

ones. Teachers gave vibrant and energetic performances. The day was

completely focused on children and their enjoyment and filled with

joy and magnificence. The celebrations began with a welcome dance.

The performance included song and dance by teachers of Hindi

Department, dance by Kindergarten teachers, skit by Science and

Maths teachers, Skit by Kannada teachers and dance by PE

Department and other staff, and game activities conducted by

Kindergarten teachers. At the end of the programme Mrs. B. Nanda,

Principal presented a self composed Kannada poem drafted on the

spot. The students were overwhelmed and thrilled to see the other side

of their beloved teachers’ talent. Sweets were distributed as a token of

love and affection from the Management.

On 17/11/2021 a PTM was held for Class X parents during which

Principal Smt. B Nanda oriented the parents and students on Class X

Board exam pattern and the process for the conduction of exams.

Parents interacted with teachers and discussed on their wards

performance in the midterm assessment.
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YOUNG INDIANS (YI) is a movement for Indian Youth to converge,

lead, co-create and influence India's Future an integral part of CII, a

non-government, not for profit, industry led and industry managed

organization playing a proactive role in India's development process. YI

conducted a 'Sexual Abuse Awareness' for students of classes I and II on

17/11/2021 at the school premises. To make the children comfortable the

session began with an ice breaker activity where satisfactory

participation of all the students were seen. The resources persons Miss.

Vaamaa Baldora, Miss.Namrata Mishra, Miss. Vanishree B. S., Miss.

Midhat Fathima from YI vividly explained to the children the concept of

good touch and bad touch. To reinforce better understanding a story was

depicted through a puppet show which kindled the interest of the

participants. In the recapitulate session, the responses of the students left

the resource persons amazed and they appreciated the children's

understanding of the concept. Eventually the students were made to

memorize the child Sexual Abuse helpline number 1098. Overall, it was

a very informative, interesting and interactive session.

NATIONAL INTEGRATION DAY was observed on 19/11/2021,

which is also known as Quami Ekta Divas. It commemorates the

birthday of the country’s first-ever female Prime Minister, Indira

Gandhi. The purpose behind celebrating this day is to preserve in the

minds of the people, the beauty of unity in diversity in the socio-

culturally rich country. On this occasion, many activities were organised

in our school. Drawing, singing Integration song, Poster Making, Poem

on National Integration, Essay Writing on 'My contribution for National

Integration', Art- Need and measure to promote 'National Integration'

were part of the event held for students of classes V to XI respectively.

All children took part actively in these activities.

EK BHARAT SHRESHTA BHARAT programme aims to enhance

interaction & promote mutual understanding between people of different

states/UTs through the concept of state/UT pairing. As a part of the

programme, to promote cultural tradition of the paired state,

Uttarakhand, students of Class V to VII had a folk song singing activity

on 18/11/2021.
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On 20/11/2021 a PTM was held for Class IX parents. Principal Smt.

B. Nanda addressed the parents and oriented the parents on the new

Board exam patterns, created awareness in the parents of the need to

furnish accurate details for LOC & penalty imposed by CBSE for

corrections and briefed on the performance of students in midterm

assessment.

In the view of commemorating the 75th Anniversary of India’s

independence and as a part of the series of events under AZADI KA

AMRIT MAHOTSAV (AKAM) organized by the Govt. of India, a

vibrant and enlightening quiz activity was conducted for class V on

29/11/2021. Hundreds of students participated in the quiz activity,

which was conducted in multiple rounds through PowerPoint

presentation, and Google Forms. The activity gave an opportunity for

children to have an insight into the lives of freedom fighters and

instilled in them the essence of patriotism.

Our teachers attended a series of VIRTUAL WEBINARS organised

by CBSE in the month of November 2021, which helped them to

sharpen their professional skills and cope with the changing needs of

education. The topics included teaching and learning styles, anger free

schools, education for peace, promoting mental health, life skills.

Various inhouse workshops were also held as a part of the teacher

empowerment programme. IN-HOUSE WORKSHOPS on the topic

‘Learning through Gamification’, ‘Financial Literacy’ and ‘Life

Skills’ were held on 13/11/2021, 20/11/2021 and 27/11/2021

respectively.

We are signing off for now. A plethora of activities are awaiting in the

near future. We will come out with the latest updates shortly.


